




Stackspace IGO Launchpad

The Stackspace platform allows anybody to engage in and expand the 

flourishing play-and-earn economy, including (but not limited to) DAO 

members, token stakers, and gamers. Crypto games have established 

themselves as some of the most successful blockchain products, and 

consequently, gaming items and tokens have become incredibly valuable.

Stackspace also serves as a dedicated launchpad for metaverse games Stackspace also serves as a dedicated launchpad for metaverse games 

and their assets. This assets can range from avatars, lands, weapons and 

other items, many with distinct utilities and purposes, all minted as NFTs, 

ensuring uniqueness and provable ownership. Most importantly, the 

platform allows $STSP stackers early access to the launch of IGOs.

Stackspace Marketplace

The marketplace will allow NFT listing and bidding, all in one place. This 

way users will be able to view an asset's whole transaction history in order 

to calculate a rapid price appreciation.

Stackspace aspires to be the most significant digital market, offering Stackspace aspires to be the most significant digital market, offering 

users a diverse range of NFTs and game assets in an interoperable 

environment with numerous functionalities, such as: collecting, 

monetizing, and bidding.



Our mission

Stackspace is the common ground for gamers, cryptocurrency and 
web 3.0, radically changing the gaming experience.

In a virtual space that offers unlimited options,In a virtual space that offers unlimited options, Stackspace will 
support the transition of games from the old industry to the crypto 
ecosystem, providing users with unconstrained access and endless 

trading options.

Stackspace merges multiple protocols, allowing users to switch 
between different types of assets.

WWe want Stackspace to become the trading bridge between all 
gaming platforms, the convergence for gaming items and crypto 

assets.
 Our ideal gaming experience is based on the fact that any user may 
exchange their assets. Furthermore, this platform will instantly 

monetize gaming assets with the Stackspace token.
Our overall purpose is to enable the monetization of any type of Our overall purpose is to enable the monetization of any type of 

digital asset.



Our vision

We feel that the blockchain is the most significant technology of our 
time. Blockchain has the potential to establish a new universal standard 

of value for humanity.

Cryptocurrencies and NFCryptocurrencies and NFTs empower all of us to create more equitable 
independent ecosystems, offering endless opportunities. Our objective 
is to go a step further and develop ways to convert gaming assets to 

their true worth on the blockchain.

Stackspace will become the default option of most gamers on browser 
or Metaverse, bringing together new crypto users, artists, traders, 
entreprenours and investors through a never-seen-before utility.

TTo build a profitable business, by providing a new protocol, Stackspace 
will bring utility in the real world, creating the possibility to monetize, 
trade and earn gaming  assets, using the Stackspace token.

Stackspace will be the most desired choice of game users and 
developers offering them a business-to-business solution, 
business-to-customers and peer-to-peer marketplace.



The Stackspace Business Model

We believe businesses should generate revenue and become more 

profitable as soon as possible in order to lay the groundowrk for long term 

success. Too many crypto projects are based on promises and hype, and 

as a result, they are powered solely by speculation.

Stackspace is a business founded on an already functioning technologStackspace is a business founded on an already functioning technology. 

This tech has both online and real-world use in exciting and robust 

markets, like art, collectibles, social, gaming, augmented reality, virtual 

reality, metaverse games, virtual lands and cryptocurrencies.

NFT Market 
For many of us 2021 was the year of NFTs. The market expanded 2100% from 2020 and 
has a potential to grow up to $3 Billion at the end of 2022. NFT Market is expected to 

reach $13 Billion by 2027.

Gaming Market 
In In 2021, gaming market was valued at $198.4 Billion and it is expected to reach a value 

of $339.9 Billion by the end of 2027. 

In-game Items Market 
The market for virtual game items is currently estimated at $50B. Many items are sold 
on third-party platforms. In 2025, the market value of in-game purchases is projected 

to surpass $74.4B.

VR/AR
The worldwide augmented; virtual reality marThe worldwide augmented; virtual reality markets are currently estimated at $30.7B 

and predicted to grow exponentially to $297B by 2025.



The Stackspace platform has a debit card 

designed for fast monetization of assets, 

which will be available free of charge to 

$ STSP stackers.

The implementation of our platform 

encourages the growth of the gaming 

ecosystem, the play-and-earn economy, 

as well as an increase in the number of 

holders.

By creating an ecosystem that combines 

the efficiency of a marketplace with the 

utility of a launchpad, we have greatly 

reduced the number of applications a 

user needs.

What makes us different



The Stackspace app will be a crucial component of the project and will go 

through several stages of development.

The initial version will be designed for $STSP holders and investors to track 

relevant metrics of their $STSP holdings and rewards.

The next step will introduce a built-in secure wallet and the ability to 

purchase STSP tokens directly through the app.

WWe will integrate payment features with a VISA Card wich will allow users to 

purchase $STSP within the application itself and pay with their tokens as if 

they were tangible money. This functionality will significantly increase 

acceptance and use of $STSP by removing entrance hurdles.

Stackspace App





Users that will own the STSP token will benefit from the advantage of 
being able to monitor and monetize their assets anytime through our 
application. More importantly, the token will bind together the 

launchpad and the marketplace. $STSP stakers will have an early entry 
for upcoming IGOs, based on the locked amount, and for $STSP holders 
we have prepared a lot of awards, such as: NFTs and gaming assets.

To get access to the tiers, holders must stake their $STSP inside the 
platform.

Once this is complete, you will be able to see your tier. 
See below for a brief description of each milestone.

Silver
Silver tier is aSilver tier is accessible to anyone with at least 10.000 STSP staked 
tokens. Members in this tier will be entered into a lottery for an early 
entry of the upcoming IGOs. Those lucky enough to receive a spot will 
benefit  from 15% percent of the maximum amount of IGO tokens that 

the Diamond tier can buy.

Gold 
Gold tier is aGold tier is accessible to anyone with at least 50.000 STSP staked 
tokens. Members in this tier will be entered in the same lottery, with 
multiple entries . Those lucky enough will benefit from 40% of the 

maximum amount of IGO tokens.  

Platinum
Platinum tier is aPlatinum tier is accessible to anyone with at least 250.000 STSP staked 
tokens. Members in this tier will have guaranteed entry, with a benefit 
of 60% of the maximum amount of IGO tokens. Also, they will receive a 

free Stackspace Visa Card. 

Diamond
Diamond tier is aDiamond tier is accessible to anyone with at least 500.000 STSP staked 
tokens. Members in this tier will have guaranteed entry, with a benefit 
of 100% of the maximum amount of IGO tokens. Also, they will receive 

a free Stackspace Visa Card and a free NFT to celebrate the 
achievement.

STSP Token



-Team Formation

-Marketing Research

-Validating the Business Model

-Creating and Testing the STSP 

Token Architecture

-D-Development  of  Stackspace 

Platform

-Whitepaper

-KYC

-Audit

-Stackspace added on Major Rating 

Websites and Exposure Websites

-Privatesale Whitelist Registration

-Privatesale for Investors 

-Expanding Marketing Strategy

-Presale Registration

-STSP Token Distribution

-Launching the-Launching the STSP Token

-Expanding Team

Roadmap



-Addition of STSP on Major 

Exchanges Websites

-Stackspace Platform 

Development 

-Growing Stackspace Community 
-Stackspace Platform Release  
--Stackspace App Development 

-Integration of Tradable game 

Assets from web 3.0 Games

-Adding decentralised finance 

component

-Removal of Fees

-Full Implementation of all Protocols 

and Final Release of Stackspace 

Platform 

-Stackspace App Release for iOS

-Stackspace App Release for Android

--Stackspace Visa Integration 

-Stackspace Swap

-Publication of a 5 year Plan for 100 

Milion Unique Users

-Publication of 2023-2027 Roadmap


